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VEBEGO: COMPANY WITH A PURPOSE 
 
It has been almost two years now since Ton Goedmakers became CEO of Vebego, one of the largest 
family businesses in The Netherlands. Part of the third generation, he looks at Cortenbach Castle; it 
impresses him every time. Unperturbed, it has survived the hardest times – a nice metaphor for his 
own company, but he also knows that maintenance is always necessary. Walking through the castle 
park, he reflects on the past year. The effects of the war in Ukraine are palpable. The sharply rising raw 
materials and energy prices are affecting Vebego directly. Inflation rates are mindboggling and are 
placing a heavy burden on many of his employees. The corona virus continues to lurk, and the shortage 
of staff only seems to get worse. But Ton Goedmakers is an optimistic person, and he feels strongly 
that the path Vebego took a few years ago is the right one, now more than ever. 
 
He walks towards the castle, now the inspirational space of Vebego. Goedmakers is thinking about the 
path the company embarked upon in 2017: the ‘Vebego 2025 strategy’. This strategy, which has now 
been partially implemented, focuses on transforming Vebego from a group of multiple autonomous 
companies into a powerful collective in 2025. Uncle Ronald Goedmakers saw it right: ‘Only collectively 
can we strengthen our position in the market and thus make impact’.i Given the current 
macroeconomic situation, this strategy is more necessary than ever before; it must become the 
foundation of a future-proof Vebego and an example for others.  
 
It is now Fall 2022 and the contours of the intended collective are now beginning to become visible. 
Several companies have already been merged and placed under a new management team. This is being 
done at the country level and per business activity. Two new members of the Executive Board were 
appointed as of January 2021 and have since been responsible for this operation: Mark van Haasteren 
as COO for Belgium and the Netherlands, and Giuseppe Santagada as COO for Germany and 
Switzerland. A new Chief People and Culture Officer started 1 October this year, and  the position of 
CFO will soon be filled as well. Furthermore, in July 2021 Roy Budjhawan started as Head of Impact. 
Budjhawan worked for ING for many years, and his new job at Vebego focuses on defining and 
monitoring the impact strategy and measuring the results. 
 
This strategy has, of course, been very well thought out and has four focus areas. Vebego wants to 
offer even more value to its customers than it already does now and be the absolute leader in the 
markets in which it is active. Furthermore, the company wants every employee to experience their 
work as meaningful. This means work that makes them feel appreciated, that they enjoy doing and 
that is meaningful to others. It also means work in which their talents are optimally utilised. And this 
work should not only be meaningful, diverse and inclusive, it should be fully CO2 neutral and circular; 
all activities must make a positive contribution to society. Last but not last, Vebego strives for 
sustainable profits in order to ensure the organisation’s continuity and independence, as well as to 
achieve the impact goals the company is so eager to pursue (Exhibit 1). Four focus areas, all equally 
important. 
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Goedmakers is absolutely convinced of the strategy, but deep down he still has some misgivings. He 
feels that somehow more needs to be done. The strategy is correct on paper, but he has doubts about 
its feasibility in practice. Of course, he wants to make more positive impact for customers, employees 
and society, no discussion about that. Goedmakers, however, is unsure of whether he should apply a 
sharper focus regarding the impact strategy. Like many other people nowadays, Goedmakers 
increasingly craves more ‘meaning’ in his work. More and more people want to contribute something 
positive through their work, and Goedmakers is no exception. Personally, he absolutely loves the so-
called ‘Purpose Economy’. In his words, this is ‘an economy where value lies in establishing purpose 
for employees and customers – through serving needs greater than their own, enabling personal 
growth and building community’.ii 
 
The new Vebego strategy has been written in this spirit, but is it inspiring and convincing enough for 
everyone at Vebego to really put their noses to the grindstone? In conversations with others, he 
sometimes senses some reluctance. Especially when he is talking to the family shareholders about the 
distribution and payment of dividend. It seems that some do not always see the added value of 
reinvesting in society. ‘Isn't that a government job?’ ‘Don't we pay taxes for that?’ Obvious and 
understandable questions. And some company directors might have their doubts, too – doubts like: 
‘Look at our competitors ... after all, aren't the financial results the most important indicator for 
success?’ ‘Shouldn't we first merge all those separate companies successfully and only then move 
forward?’ ‘What about our customers? They might want to be socially responsible and contribute to a 
more “livable world”, but their customers (end users) may think otherwise. Not everyone wants to pay 
for the sustainability of the products or services supplied or for the creation of meaningful work.’  
 
These kinds of questions and many more go through Goedmakers’ head as he approaches the castle. 
Does he have the answers? Even if he does, how can he know if the impact of the Vebego 2025 strategy 
is being measured correctly? Do the present key performance indicators really measure what 
Goedmakers wants to know? One thing is for certain: he wants the strategy to be in the ‘genes’ of all 
stakeholders: all employees, all customers, the society and the entire organisation. It is all about the 
right trade-off, the right balance and the right communciation. Only then can Vebego give the world a 
nudge in the right direction – one which is sorely needed. 
 
When Goedmakers enters the castle, he bumps into Budjhawan, Head of Impact. They start talking …  
 
 
History of Vebego 
 
To avoid forced employment in Germany, Tonny Goedmakers set up a window cleaning company in 
Heerlen on 1 February 1943. Entrepreneurs were not sent to Germany, and that is why Goedmakers 
founded his company immediately on his eighteenth birthday. He named it Hago, after his father Harrie 
Goedmakers. Hago soon won its first major customer: Staatsmijnen (coal mines, now DSM). Shortly 
afterwards, the Limburgsche Tramweg-Maatschappij (a streetcar company) and Philips followed, and 
in this way Hago developed from a small-scale family business into the largest cleaning company in 
The Netherlands. 
 
The first product expansion, the development of its own cleaning products and systems, took place in 
1958. Initially, the products and systems were only used for Hago itself, but not much later Hago also 
sold them to other companies. The name ‘Alpheios’, the river with which Heracles cleaned the Augias 
stable, came from a competition among the staff, in those days about 150 employees. 
 
In 1966 the first healthcare customer followed: the Diakonessen hospital started using Hago’s services. 
The 1980s saw the start of a period of strong national and international expansion. A staffing branch 
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(called Tènce) was set up to meet the staffing needs. Partnerships gave Vebego access to the markets 
in Spain, France, Italy and the United Kingdom. However, this was not very successful due to fierce 
competition and differences in national legislation. Therefore, from the nineties, Vebego has only 
focused on the core markets of The Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany and Belgium – a well-
considered choiceiii. 
 
An activity that makes Vebego very special and different from other companies is its strong 
collaboration with so-called ‘sheltered workshops’. Vebego collaborates with them in more than sixty 
municipalities and has even set up its own sheltered workshop. In this way, Vebego offers work to 
‘vulnerable’ people; more than 10% of Vebego’s current workforce are are somehow distanced from 
the labour marketiv. This is very much in line with the philosophy of founder Tonny Goedmakers.  
 
Now, in 2022, around 40,000 employees in total work for Vebego, active in cleaning, healthcare, 
landscaping and facility management (Exhibit 2). The Vebego headquarters are still located in 
Voerendaal, near to the place where, in 1943, the family business was first founded. 
 
 
Leadership Vebego 
 
In 2018, after the first 100 days as a member of the Board of Directors, Ton Goedmakers, Jr. said in an 
interview: ‘The special thing about family businesses is that onboarding actually starts at birth. I am 
the third generation Goedmakers: my grandfather started the company. It was spoon-fed to me. (…) It 
is of course a great honour to become a member of the Board of Directors. But it is also a great 
responsibility. We have more than 35,000 employees. Ultimately, the decisive factor for saying ‘yes’ 
was that I want to make a positive contribution to society and that Vebego offers me the opportunity 
to do so. I think I can help create ‘meaning’ for our customers and our employees. (…) Our company 
has its own standards and values. This means, for example, that we only do things today that we will 
be proud of tomorrow and, as such, that our employees and our customers are our greatest asset. The 
cleaner is just as important as the director. Profit is of course very important, but it is not above 
everything. This philosophy should fit you. That is not a problem for me, on the contrary: the family 
values are passed on through the genes.’v 
 
In order to prevent fragmentation of shares, and also to avoid misunderstandings about the control 
and direction of the company, clear agreements have been made within the family from the start. 
Constructions are arranged to separate share ownership and control. It is also clearly described how 
profit sharing is handled. The company’s interest must always come first. Moreover, in a family charter, 
two things are central: the continuity of the company and the security of jobs. Non-family members 
play an important and objective role in this process, too. 
 
Since 1 January 2021 Ton Goedmakers (42) has been CEO of Vebego. He wants to continue the same 
leadership style that Vebego knew during its first and second generations: ‘It is an honor to follow in 
the footsteps of my grandfather, my father and my uncle. I am very excited to continue building on 
what we have achieved together in more than 75 years. By strengthening our organisation, we are 
preparing Vebego for the future. We want to grow and add value for our customers and society by 
providing meaningful work for all our employees.’ Asked to describe his own leadership style, he 
answers: ‘I am more into inspirational leadership. I can really bang my fist on the table if needed, but 
that is not my style. I stick to my three Vs: connect, trust and progress [in Dutch: verbinden, vertrouwen 
en vooruitgang].’vi 
 
Ton Goedmakers took over the role of CEO from his uncle Ronald Goedmakers (60), who was Chairman 
of the Board for 16 years. Ronald will remain a member of the Executive Board. 
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Ronald Goedmakers: ‘With this change we guarantee the continuity of the family business. With Ton, 
the third generation Goedmakers will soon be in charge of Vebego. Together we are taking the next 
step towards the next 75 years, and with that the future and further growth of the family business is 
in good hands.’vii 
 
 
One family. One culture. One language. 
 
As part of the Vebego 2025 strategy, in 2020 Vebego started various new initiatives and projects under 
the heading ‘One family. One culture. One language.’ (Exhibit 3). 
 
Goedmakers explains: ‘Until now Vebego has consisted of many small companies, which are 
independent and make decisions independently. But the world is changing rapidly: there is 
digitalisation, robotisation, employee relations, customer needs, governance, and numerous other 
developments. And because Vebego was affected by the fragmentation, our company could not keep 
up with all changes in a fast and efficient way. Hence this new strategy. How can we use the power of 
the collective?’  
 
Budjhawan adds: ‘Imagine Vebego as a large conglomerate of a lot of SMEs, more than 150, that have 
all operated independently of each other. Like herding cats or frogs that are all jumping in different 
directions. But now we are reducing it to a clear structure: one large company per segment, controlled 
by the Executive Board.’. 
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That is why operation ‘Designing our Future’ was launched. It has an ambitious goal: by 2023, Vebego 
will be made up of eleven large companies in four countries, active in healthcare, landscaping, cleaning, 
facility management and products & systems. Vebego is working very hard now to achieve this goal by 
merging and selling existing companies, as well as by purchasing new companies. The commercial side 
will often remain regional, but activities such as marketing, IT, finance and HR will be managed more 
centrally within the larger company. 
 
The Netherlands 
In The Netherlands there will be five large companies in landscaping, healthcare, facility management, 
cleaning, and products & systems. The companies active in healthcare, facility management and 
products & systems already have sufficient scope and will continue along the same lines as those they 
have already set out.  
The three Vebego landscaping companies (Axent Groen, Attender Groen and Brouwers 
Groenaannemers) are now in the middle of a process of integration: a process that will be finished by 
2023.  
From 1 January 2023, Vebego will be serving its customers in The Netherlands as one large cleaning 
company, to be formed by the existing companies Balanz Facilitair, Fortron, Hago Nederland, Hago 
Airport Services, Hago Rail Services, Hago Food & Industry, Stoffels Bleijenberg and Westerveld. A new 
management team was appointed at the beginning of 2022. The year 2022 is now centred around the 
further design of the new organisation and the continuation of the existing business. 
In 2021, preparations were made to transfer all employees with expertise in the areas of IT, 
procurement, recruitment, legal affairs and sustainable employability from the holding company to 
the new Vebego Service & Expertise (VSE) company. Officially launched in January 2022, VSE wants to 
further optimise customer management, processes and the organisational model in 2022. 
 
Belgium 
For Belgium, it was decided to create one company in healthcare (Altrio) and one company in facility 
services (Care). The two Belgian companies, Assist at Home and De Mangelaar, both active in service 
vouchers (private cleaning), were acquired by TRIXXO Dienstencheques in October 2021, including all 
employees and customers. 
 
Germany 
In order to further strengthen the activities in facility services in Germany, Vebego acquired the 
German cleaning group Hectas Facility Services in its entirety, including all employees (8,100 in total), 
customers and ongoing contracts, as of January 2022. Now Vebego is working towards gradually 
integrating the current German companies Servico Gruppe and Hectas into one large new facility 
services company on the German market. 
 
Switzerland 
Vebego in Switzerland is focused on setting up IT and back-office processes to be simpler and more 
efficient. All supporting services will be managed centrally. Once this transformation is complete, 
Vebego will formulate an approach to bring about further synergies through the formation of a single, 
large and strong facility services company.  
 
Operation ‘Designing our Future’ is well underway. In that respect, Goedmakers is satisfied. However, 
it is not his intention that the impact strategy will only come into play after all mergers have been 
completed and major divisions have been formed. It's an integrated process. Budjhawan: ‘Take our 
cleaning companies as an example. A lot has already happened there when it comes to the 
organisation, the standardisation of processes and the creation of new functions. Everything is ready 
now, even a new name has been found. But the big question is: will it work as we hope it to? Can we 
now take the next step towards that 2025 strategy?’ On paper, everything is ready and the question 
can be answered with a resounding ‘yes’. Goedmakers: ‘At the moment, as an Executive Board, we 
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manage 11 management teams. Different industries, different countries. We give them some 
frameworks and at the same time entrepreneurial freedom. It is up to each division to give ‘meaning’ 
to this. In this way we ensure that these groups have sufficient autonomy – we call this ‘guided 
autonomy’ – so they can operate close to the customer.’ 
 
 

 
            
    Annual Report 2021 
 
 
But when Goedmakers utters these words and thinks again of the framework set by the Board, he also 
knows that there is a gap between ideals and reality, and they often chafe. Take electric cars, for 
example. ‘Of course, we can say: all cars will be electric tomorrow. But then we have to lay all lease 
contracts on the table and renegotiate. That will cost a lot of money. That balancing act keeps me 
awake. I must serve all stakeholders, and all stakeholders have different interests. But at the same 
time, we must move forward.’  
 
He hates the ‘greenwashing’ he sees in many companies around him. ‘They put a photo of a disabled 
person on the frontpage of their annual report, but don’t say that this is the only person among their 
employees who is distanced from the labour market.’ Goedmakers sincerely wants Vebego to do 
‘good’. Of course, the company will always adhere to the global reporting standards. For a long time 
now, accountants have not only paid attention to financial management; sustainability and taking 
social responsibility also have to be ‘ticked off the list’ nowadays. But according to Goedmakers, that 
should never be the reason for action. The reason must be intrinsic, the right mindset must be 
embedded within Vebego. 
 
Budjhawan sighs deeply: ‘One of my big challenges is our Return on Investment. When you talk about 
sustainability, it takes five to seven years before you see that back in returns. The greenwashing 
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companies have a much faster ROI.’ Goedmakers responds vehemently: ‘That's precisely the fallacy. 
One shouldn't just look at that ROI financially. One must include other factors as well. Some of our 
peers solely focus on profitability, but that perspective is killing. The world will be destroyed if we think 
like that! I strongly believe financial and social returns can be combined. We therefore even need to 
go one step further and consider: how can Vebego make more impact, so that others will also realise 
that things can be done differently, that more can be done?’ 
 
This is exactly why Goedmakers dreams of becoming a ‘mental market leader’. He wants Vebgo to be 
the first name that comes to mind when people think about meaningful jobs or sustainability in facility 
management, landscaping, cleaning or healthcare. He gives an example: ‘We have just won the 
Ministry of Defence as a new customer. That contract states that all activities must be CO2 neutral. 
Since we are a big company and they are a big customer, together we can set the standard in the 
market: cleaning must always be done CO2 neutrally.’ By improving quality and being more proactive 
in influencing the sectors Vebego is active in, and in showcasing Vebego values, Goedmakers hopes to 
make impact. Building brand awareness and creating more visibility are therefore key. We want to 
become ‘the company to call’, says Goedmakers; ‘the market leader in doing good!’ 
 
 
Impact strategy 2022-2025 
 
Sustainable and responsible business with concern for people, society and the environment is the new 
standard. Many companies are setting ambitious goals in this area, with the ultimate goal being to 
accelerate the transition towards a circular and inclusive economy. This transition is needed in order 
to remain future-proof and relevant and is being further fuelled by ambitious legislation. The EU Green 
Deal, for example, will have consequences for all major EU companies, and therefore also for Vebego 
(Exhibit 4). 
 
Vebego wants to be a frontrunner, especially in the social domain. Therefore, the company has refined 
its impact strategy for the 2022-2025 period. Out of seventeen sustainable development goals (SDGs) 
set by the United Nations (UN) for 2030, Vebego has chosen two as a solid basis. They will be the 
standard across all business units. 
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Vebego’s goals for SDG 8: 

• In 2030, people distanced from the labour market will make up 30% of the workforce. We still 
need to establish a definition for this at the group level so that this concept is the same for all 
countries, and a measuring instrument must also be set up. 

• In Diversity and Inclusion (D&I), our focus will be directed towards increasing diversity, 
particularly gender and ethnic diversity, at the management and Board levels (i.e., vertically), 
as was officially confirmed through the signing of the Diversity Charter. Midway through 2022 
we will begin to carry out a scan of the organisation, using GPTW as a tool for the 
measurements. 

 
Vebego’s goals for SDG 12: 

 
• CO2 neutrality by 2030, certified by an external institute. A generic roadmap will first be drawn 

up, after which this will be refined into one approach per company. 
• Circular business: EcoVadis certification. By the end of this year, all companies should have 

prepared a plan of action for achieving silver or gold level certification by 2025. 
 

Annual Report 2021 

 
 
 
 
As the new Head of Impact, Budjhawan is happy with these ambitious goals. They definitely set the 
right direction. However, writing down goals is one thing, knowing whether they have been met is 
another. His job is to translate the objectives of the SDGs into KPIs that fit Vebego (Exhibit 5). These 
parameters then allow Budjhawan to report the Vebego impact results. Vebego decided to use GRI: 
Global Reporting Initiativeviii.  This is an independent, international organisation that helps businesses 
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take responsibility for their impacts on economy, environment and society. GRI is currently the most 
widely used principle for non-financial reporting worldwide. Using GRI is also important for Vebego 
with regard to the preparation of a sustainability report in accordance with the European Corporate 
Sustainability Report Directive (CSRD). 
 
An initial analysis of the SDGs and GRI gave the following results, but these links have not yet been 
finalised. 
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Another way of measuring impact for Vebego is certification. In this way the company can compare its 
economic, environmental and social performance with those of its peers and of other organisations. 
Two examples: 
 
EcoVadis CSR performance assessmentix 
Experts analyse a company’s CSR practices in relation to the industry sector, the size and the 
geographic location of the company. Businesses are given a score out of 100 which takes into account 
their CSR policies, actions and results. The score is based on 21 environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) criteria, which are broken down into four main areas:  

• Environment 

• Social and human rights 

• Ethics 

• Sustainable procurement 
 
To be fully CO2 neutral by 2030, Vebego has asked all its suppliers to work in a CO2 neutral way. To gain 
an insight into the CO2 emissions produced by their suppliers, Vebego is going to work with the Carbon 
Action Module by EcoVadis. By 2022, fifty of Vebego’s top one hundred suppliers need to have this 
EcoVadis label. 
 
A-Great-Place-To-Work assessmentx 
The Great Place to Work Institute conducts research and recognises leading workplaces in more than 
50 countries on different continents. Based on results of surveys representing over 10 million 
employees around the globe, these ‘best workplace’ competitions form the basis of the world’s largest 
and most respected set of studies of workplace excellence, management, and the role of trust in 
workplace culture. It prompts companies to systematically work towards good employership. In 
addition to employee satisfaction and engagement, the methodology measures the level of diversity 
and inclusion. For Vebego, A-Great-Place-To-Work is an essential component of its employer branding 
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and labour market communication. Last September, Great Place to Work ranked Vebego as the third 
best performing company in Switzerland, an achievement for which Vebego is very proud. 
 
Budjhawan and his colleagues are continuously working on more measuring instruments. Now they 
are working with Climate Neutral Groupxi, for example, to achieve and measure credible and 
transparent results towards zero CO2. They know that the success of the Vebego 2025 Strategy heavily 
depends on the success of measuring impact – this is not an easy job, as it is largely new territory 
(Exhibit 6). 
 
 
A strategy needs a strategy 
 
While getting coffee at the castle, Goedmakers cannot help but make the comparison: ‘Look, Roy, it’s 
actually like all those coffee brands. There are a lot of them, and as a result you sometimes can’t see 
the trees for the forest. I know stories where some farmers would rather not participate anymore in 
campaigns such as “fair price coffee” or sustainability certifications because they don’t benefit at all. 
As customer, how do I find out? One coffee label is fine, but another is more of a sham. Which one 
should I choose? I don’t know.’ It keeps rattling around in Goedmakers’ head: how can we ensure that 
Vebego becomes that truly honest brand? Not in coffee, of course, but in its own markets and 
companies. Are we measuring the right way, and are we measuring the right thing? 
 
Budjhawan, meanwhile, knows that his boss is difficult to convince and sometimes impatient. He is 
silent, but his brain is churning, too. He knows from experience that this kind of measuring process 
takes time (Exhibit 7). On the finance front, everyone speaks the same language and the outcomes are 
clear. Also, at Vebego, an annual target return on the managed turnover is always at least 4%. Simple 
and clear; every management team knows where they stand. Numbers are clear and transparent. At 
least they tell us that Vebego is in good health (Exhibits 8, 9, 10). But how exactly do you measure 
impact? Are the present measurement tools the right ones? Should more key performance indicators 
be added? 
  
Both take a seat in the easy chairs of the so-called Inspiration Room. Both could use some inspiration. 
Goedmakers is immensely proud of Vebego, but somewhere the itch remains. Talking to his colleague, 
he realises that this restless feeling is not only due to whether or not certain measurement methods 
are chosen. It goes much further than that. Ultimately, it is a communication issue. He has to play chess 
on several boards with one impact strategy. One time he has to convince the family, another time the 
customer, yet another time his own employees including directors, lavatory attendants and many 
more … Where to start? And how do you keep all those balls in the air? A strategy that serves all 
business objectives and reconciles the interests of different stakeholders. Not an easy task ...   
 
‘What sharpening of the impact strategy could I come up with that takes into account the interests of 
both the family shareholders and the company directors, and at the same time serves all other 
employees, the environment and society?’, Goedmakers thinks. ‘For example, would a strategy that 
focuses on the employees first, as much as possible, be best? Impact on customers and society should 
be a close second, naturally. Wouldn't such a focus strategy be clearer for all parties? Although 
Goedmakers really wants to take the lead as an inclusive employer, and wants to make an impact by 
creating meaningful jobs in which everyone is able to take part – truly in the spirit of his grandfather 
and father – he feels he might disturb the delicate balance between all of the many stakeholders.  
 
At the same time, he feels this impact strategy might be too ‘soft’ for some directors. He notes that 
small companies that until recently had been completely independent are now being grouped into 
large units under one big Vebego brand, and all eleven of those new companies and their customers 
need to start ‘seeing’ and ‘using’ it. But what exactly should they start seeing? Goedmakers’ dream is 
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that the company’s directors will really start thinking intrinsically about ‘purpose’ and ‘meaningful 
work’. This really represents a radical break with the past, when making money was the most 
important thing and the rest was luxury. Now, suddenly, directors are also being judged on very 
different goals and targets, too. And will the new companies be able to sell the new impact approach 
to their customers? Striving for mental market leadership is nice, but does the market accept it? 
 
Many questions. But Goedmakers is an optimistic person, and Rome was not built in a day. ‘It really 
does take a strategy to successfully roll out the strategy!’ When impact maker Goedmakers says this 
out loud to impact measurer Budjhawan, they both start laughing. They are full of inspiration. The 
coffee they just drank must have been of the right brand. So first another cup, and then they start 
brainstorming about what steps to be taken next… 
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Exhibit 1: Key figures (Annual Report 2021) 
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Exhibit 2: Vebego activities and segments xii 
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Exhibit 3: One Family, one Culture, one Language (Annual Report 2021) 
 

 
 

Exhibit 4: The Future Fit Roadmap (Annual Report 2021) 
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Exhibit 5: Vebego and SDGs (Overview Impact – VIT Team) 
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Exhibit 6: Measuring Impact (Annual Report 2021) 
 

 
 
 

Exhibit 7: Roadmap for 2022 (Overview Impact – VIT Team) 
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Exhibit 8: Consolidated balance sheet as of 31 December 2021 (before profit 
appropriation) (Annual Report 2021) 
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Exhibit 9: Consolidated profit and loss account for 2021 (Annual Report 2021) 
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Exhibit 10: Consolidated cash flow statement 2021 (Annual Report 2021) 
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